AN AVERAGE ZEBORIAN DAY ENDS WITH SHADOW FLYING BACK TO WHERE THE TEAM'S SPACE CRUISER CAME FROM. UNE JOURNÉE ZEBORIANE COMME UNE AUTO VOLT SHADOW REJOINT L'ÉQUIPE A L'ENDROIT OÙ LE VAISSEAU ESPACE DE L'ÉQUIPE S'EST ÉCHAPÉE.
Due to Earth's depleted resources, a squadron of elite pilots was sent to find a new energy source. Shadow, also known as J.J. Hawkins, is the youngest of the exploration team. He was chosen for the exploration team because of his superior computer skills. When his space cruiser passed through a magnetic storm, the ship crashed on the planet Zeilor. Upon regaining consciousness, J.J. Hawkins found his body had combined with the metal of the ship and attached to his new metallic body was a glowing PowerCore.

"J.J. Hawkins" became "Shadow".

Shadow's PowerCore gives him the ability to become invisible, enabling him to easily attack or escape from his enemies. Shadow's technical know-how and invisibility make him a valuable member of the elite pilots.
Due to Earth's depleted resources, a squadron of elite pilots was sent to find a new energy source. Shadow, also known as J.J. Hawkins, is the youngest of the exploration team. He was chosen for the exploration team because of his superior computer skills. When a space cruiser passed through a magnetic storm, the ship crashed on the planet Zilmar. Upon regaining consciousness, J.J. Hawkins found his body had combined with the metal of the ship and attached to his new metallic body was a glowing PowerCore.

"J.J. Hawkins" became "Shadow".

Shadow's PowerCore gives him the ability to become invisible, enabling him to easily attack or escape from his enemies. Shadow's technical know-how and invisibility make him a valuable member of the elite pilots.

Le PowerCore de Shadow lui donne l'aptitude de devenir invisible, ce qui lui permet d'attaquer ou d'échapper facilement à ses ennemis. Le répertoire technique de Shadow et son invisibilité en font un membre précieux de l'équipe des pilotes d'élite.
SHADOW, still invisible, fires a perfect shot at Tempest's hiding spot.
Shadow, qui est toujours invisible, effectue un tir parfait en direction de la cachette de Tempest.

Tempest readies launching disks into the air, not sure what he's shooting at.
Tempest se met à lancer des disques dans les airs, sans savoir où il vise.

Tempest prepares to blast Shadow, who is now caught in the power of the tornado.
Tempest s'apprête à envoyer Shadow, qui est pris dans la tornade.
THE FRUSTRATED TEMPEST DECIDES TO USE HIS TORNADO POWERCON TO FIND HIS INVISIBLE ASSAILANT.

TEMPEST, FRUSTRÉ, DÉCIDE DE SE REVENIR DE SA TORNADO POWERCON POUR TROUVER SON ASSAILANT INVISIBLE.

GETTING CAUGHT UP IN TEMPEST’S TORNADO, SHADOW BEGINS TO LOSE CONTROL, AND IS FORCED TO BECOME VISIBLE AGAIN.

ASSALI PAR LA TORNADO DE TEMPEST, SHADOW COMMENCE À PERDRE CONTRÔLE ET EST FORCÉ À DEVENIR VISIBLE.
Shadow, still invisible, fires a perfect shot at Tempest's hiding spot.

Shadow, qui est toujours invisible, effectue un tir parfait en direction de la cachette de Tempest.

Tempest really has launched discs into the air. Not sure what he's shooting at.

Tempest se met à lancer des disques dans les airs, sans savoir où il se diriger.

Tempest prepares to blast Shadow, Wind is now caught in the power of the tornado.

Tempest s'apprête à frapper Shadow, qui est pris dans la tornade.
The frustrated Tempest decides to use his tornado powercone to find his invisible assailant.

**Tempest, Ayémo, décide de se révéler à la tornade powercone pour trouver son ennemi invisible.**

Getting caught up in Tempest’s tornado, Shadow begins to lose control and is forced to become visible again.
Tempest's Powercore Tornado sends Shadow crashing to the ground.

Le Powercore Tornado de Tempest précipite Shadow à terre.

With Shadow at a disadvantage, Tempest uses his Powercore to create more Twisters.

Shadow se trouvant dans une position précaire, Tempest se sert de son Powercore pour créer d'autres Tornades.
Tempest's Powercore Tornado sends Shadow crashing to the ground.
Le Powercore Tornado de Tempest précipite Shadow à terre.

With Shadow at a disadvantage, Tempest uses his Powercore to create more Twisters.

Shadow se trouvant dans une position précaire, Tempest se sert de son Powercore pour créer d'autres Twisters.
Shadow, in his new mode, takes a swing at Tempest, knocking the Zekoran creature off its feet.

Shadow, sous sa nouvelle mode, prend un coup à Tempest, assommant la créature Zekoran.

Shadow quickly collects Tempest's Powercore, shrugs "Reconstruct" and changes modes again.

Shadow s'emporte rapidement du Powercore de Tempest, prononce le mot "Reconstruct" et change de nouveau de mode.

Now, with Tempest's Powercore in his possession, Shadow leaves the Zekoran creature behind, defeated and weak.

Le Powercore de Tempest en sa possession, Shadow abandonne la créature Zekoran, battue et affaiblie.
SHADOW TAKES HIS NEW MODE, TAKES A SWING AT TEMPEST, KNOCKING THE ZECKRON CREATURE OUT COLD.

SHADOW, SOUS SA NOUVELLE MODE, PROCCDE UN DIRECT À TEMPEST, ASSOMMANT LA CREATURE ZECKRON!

SHADOW QUICKLY COLLECTS TEMPEST'S POWERCORE, SHOOTS "RECONSTRUCT" AND CHANGES MODES AGAIN. SHADOW SEPARATE EXPRESSION DU POWERCORE DU TEMPEST; PRONONCE LE MOT "RECONSTRUCT" ET PLUS CHANGES DE NOUVEAU DE MODE.

NOW WITH TEMPEST'S POWERCORE IN HIS POSSESSION, SHADOW LEAVES THE ZECKRON CREATURE BEHIND, DEFEATED AND BEAK!

LE POWERCORE DE TEMPEST EN SA POSSESSION, SHADOW ABANDONNE LA CREATURE ZECKRON, BATTUE ET ASSAINTÉE.
Enter all 3 elite pilot codes for complete, online Mega-Build instructions.
Entre les codes de tous les 3 pilotes d’élite pour obtenir en ligne des instructions complètes de Mega-Build.

MEGA BUILD

RYDER: -----
SHADOW: 10835
SKYHAWK: -----

Enter THEIR World – Get the Story, Play the Game!
Entre dans LEUR monde – Connais l’histoire, Joue le jeu!
POWERCORE REGENERATING UNIT
UNITÉ DE RÉGENERATION DU POWERCORE

You've captured the Enemy's PowerCore (sold separately), and your own was depleted during the struggle.
It's time to regenerate them both. Use your original battlelane to play both Powercore in the PCBU/repair
unit. Or, you can use the batteries from the enemy's PowerCore to recharge your own!
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